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1. INTRODUCTION: A TIMELY ACCRUAL OF REAL‐WORLD DATA {#dom13468-sec-0001}
====================================================

We are witnessing an unprecedented paradigm shift in diabetology, both in drug development and clinical practice. In order to get marketing authorization, novel antidiabetic drugs have been required to demonstrate safety on major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) in the so‐called cardiovascular outcome trials (CVOTs). The 2008 FDA guidance had a major impact on the cardiovascular (CV) risk assessment of recently approved antidiabetic drugs, with a few classes showing significant reduction in CV mortality, including sodium glucose co‐transporter‐2 inhibitors (SGLT2‐Is).[1](#dom13468-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} This is going to change the clinical mission of diabetologists from treat to target to treat to benefit and is capturing the interest of general practitioners and cardiologists,[2](#dom13468-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} with a number of recently conducted or ongoing CVOTs for various antidiabetic medications, including SGLT2‐Is.[3](#dom13468-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

Findings from the EMPA‐REG OUTCOME trial (empagliflozin) and the CANVAS trial programme (canagliflozin) have demonstrated significantly (14%) reduced MACE (a composite of death from CV causes, non‐fatal myocardial infarction, or non‐fatal stroke), with a remarkable 32% reduction in all‐cause mortality in EMPA‐REG Outcome.[4](#dom13468-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#dom13468-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Significant renal benefits were also found in both trials, although outcome definitions were dissimilar, thus making direct comparisons not appropriate. Notwithstanding these impressive results, several unresolved issues arose in this medication class. In particular, two issues remain: (1) the possible existence of a class effect, and (2) the uncertainty on whether this benefit can be extended from secondary to primary CV prevention, that is, if it may apply to all patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM).

Within this scenario, a number of observational studies on longitudinal healthcare databases were published outside the stringent environment of CVOTs in order to test the actual effectiveness in the so‐called real‐world evidence (RWE) area. While RWE indicates that the evidence is obtained from the analysis of real‐world data (RWD), the term RWD is rather new, and there is considerable variability in its definition: in general, the term RWD is used to define data collected outside randomized controlled trial (RCT) settings, although other definitions diverge from this concept.[6](#dom13468-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In the wake of this debate on terminology, we support the use of the term pharmaco‐epidemiological research (PER) to describe the clinical setting of observational analysis.

While most opinions converge in considering PER a complementary source of evidence as compared to RCT, it is important to underline that PERs are definitely different from RCTs and have distinct inherent limitations: RCTs do not measure the benefit in clinical practice (low external validity), despite attempting to be pragmatic (e.g. by enrolling patients with T2DM at high CV risk), whereas PERs do not prove causal‐effect relationships despite being pragmatically cogent (enrolling a broad and diverse population in clinical practice); thus, their integration offers substantial synergy for risk--benefit assessment and final determination of the place in therapy.[7](#dom13468-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#dom13468-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Stakeholders are discussing if and how PERs can be a substitute for RCTs and be exploited to support regulatory decision‐making: the challenging issue for researchers in increasing validity and reliance on PER (i.e. clinical transferability) is to avoid common flaws in design, balancing measured and unmeasured confounders, conducting sensitivity analyses, and clearly reporting methods and findings.[9](#dom13468-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

In this review, we will appraise eight PER studies recently conducted through a cohort design on the CV benefit of SGLT2‐Is in order to (1) provide a summary of results with relevant clinical implications, and (2) propose a research agenda for unsettled issues.

2. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS {#dom13468-sec-0002}
======================

2.1. CVOTs: beyond cardiovascular protection {#dom13468-sec-0003}
--------------------------------------------

Impressive findings emerged for CV outcomes from the two CVOTs, including potential renal protective effects. In particular, the EMPA‐REG Outcome study showed 38% reduction (hazard ratio \[HR\] = 0.62; 95% confidence interval \[95% CI\] = 0.54--0.72) in progression to macro‐albuminuria and 39% reduction in incident or worsening nephropathy (0.61; 0.53--0.70), whereas the CANVAS‐Renal highlighted 27% reduction in albuminuria progression (0.73; 0.67--0.79) and 40% reduction in the composite renal outcome (0.60; 0.47--0.77) (defined as 40% reduction in the estimated glomerular filtration rate \[eGFR\], the need for renal replacement therapy, or death from renal causes). However, the marked reduction in CV and all‐cause mortality reported in EMPA REG Outcome was not noticed in CANVAS; this difference may be at least partially explained by the characteristics of the population (almost 35% of the CANVAS population was in primary prevention, whereas in EMPA REG Outcome nearly all patients were in secondary prevention).

2.2. Observational studies: confirming and extending CV benefit in the real world {#dom13468-sec-0004}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Observational PER provides an extraordinary opportunity to translate results from CVOTs to clinical routine, especially if timely and accurately performed. The Comparative Effectiveness of Cardiovascular Outcomes in New Users of SGLT‐2 Inhibitors (CVD‐REAL) study was the first multinational observational investigation analysing 309 056 patients newly initiated on SGLT2‐Is versus other glucose‐lowering drugs. Notably, these patients were not at increased CV risk (only 13% had established CV disease). In this propensity‐matched PER using data from medical claims, primary care/hospital records, and national registries in six countries (the United States, Germany, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and the UK), the authors assessed the risks of hospitalization for heart failure (HHF), death, and the combined endpoint of heart failure hospitalization or death, which were all lower in patients receiving an SGLT2‐I, without significant heterogeneity across countries and with consistent results among multiple sensitivity analyses.[10](#dom13468-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} In particular, the pooled analysis of all‐cause death using patient data from five of the countries (this information was not available for the German registry) showed a 51% reduction favouring patients with SGLT2‐Is (0.49; 0.41--0.57; without significant heterogeneity among SGLT2‐Is).

Overall, the CVD‐REAL study did not examine other hard endpoints, such as MACE (cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction and stoke), which were not available in all cohorts. The CVD‐REAL Nordic sub‐study examined CV mortality in patients from Sweden, Denmark and Norway (where detailed national registries allowed assessment of the cause of death). Among SGLT2‐Is, dapagliflozin accounted for 94% of the total SGLT2‐I exposure time. Over a median follow‐up of 0.9 years, the study showed that CV mortality was reduced by 47% in patients newly initiated on an SGLT2‐I compared with other glucose‐lowering medications (0.53; 0.40--0.70).[11](#dom13468-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The CVD‐REAL Nordic was the only study examining CV mortality, which was also reduced independently of CV disease at baseline. A further sub‐analysis of the CVD‐REAL Nordic database found that patients newly initiated on dapagliflozin experienced a lower rate of CV events, HHF and all‐cause mortality compared with patients newly initiated on DPP4 inhibitors.[12](#dom13468-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} It appears that the CV benefit was mainly driven by Danish data, whereas the Norwegian cohort was not associated with statistically significant reduction of CV mortality and MACE.

The recent CVD‐REAL 2 was designed to cover a large proportion of patients residing outside the United States and Europe and to address uncertain aspects such as the risk of stroke (being more common in Asia and previously found to be non‐significantly increased in the EMPA REG Outcome trial). Therefore, this cohort enrolled cases in six countries from Asia Pacific, the Middle East and North America (Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan, Singapore and South Korea). Results confirmed the findings of the former CVD‐REAL, with a lower risk of death (0.51; 0.37--0.70), HHF (0.64; 0.50--0.82), and also a reduced incidence of myocardial infarction (0.81; 0.74--0.88) and stroke (0.68; 0.55--0.84) in patients taking SGLT2‐Is versus other glucose‐lowering medications.[13](#dom13468-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

In parallel with CVD‐REAL cohorts, additional population‐based studies investigated CV outcomes with SGLT2‐Is from US (vs. non‐gliflozin agents),[14](#dom13468-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#dom13468-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} UK Health Improvement Network (vs. other glucose‐lowering drugs)[16](#dom13468-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and Swedish (DPP4‐Is or SGLT2‐Is compared with insulin)[17](#dom13468-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} databases. Although definitions of outcomes as well as patients\' characteristics vary across different studies, all consistently highlighted a significantly reduced risk of MACE and other CV endpoints, except for the US cohort on canagliflozin (Table [1](#dom13468-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). In particular, all‐cause mortality was especially reduced (roughly 40% risk reduction) in US, UK and Swedish cohorts, whereas MACE and HHF decreased by a maximum of 33% in the US study. Overall, the magnitude of risk reduction appears comparable to that found in the CVD‐REAL studies: this consistency is not completely surprising, considering that US data in the CVD‐REAL study largely contributed to study findings, and that the Nordic sub‐study exploited data from Sweden.

###### 

Summary of characteristics and key CV results of published population‐based cohort studies on SGLT2‐Is. Unless specified otherwise, outcome results are expressed in terms of hazard ratios with relevant 95% confidence intervals in parentheses

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                                     Population                                                                                                                                     Intervention                                                                                                         Comparator                                                               Main CV outcome(s)                                                                                                                        Key results                                                                             Main findings on subgroup/sensitivity analyses                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Notes
  --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  UK cohort[16](#dom13468-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}         T2DM with 1‐yr registration period (electronic medical records from GPs); 20% with history of CVD                                              Dapagliflozin (4444 patients)                                                                                        Not exposed to an SGLT2‐I (17 680)                                       ACM, incident CVD (MI and ischaemic heart disease, stroke or TIA, and heart failure or left ventricular dysfunction in low‐risk cohort)   ACM: adjIRR = 0.50 (0.33--0.75)\                                                        In the low‐risk population, adjIRR = 0.44 (0.25--0.78)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Immortal time bias was accounted for\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Incident CVD: adjIRR = 0.89 (0.61--1.30)                                                Sensitivity analyses (DPP4 Is used as a negative control, and high CV risk) consistent in magnitude and direction (except when excluding patients suggestive of T1DM)                                                                                                                                      Different covariates used as confounders, including BMI\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Median follow‐up 0.9 yr

  Swedish cohort[17](#dom13468-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}    Patients with first‐time prescription of either\                                                                                               DPP4‐Is or SGLT2‐Is (21 758 patients)                                                                                Insulin (10 979[a](#dom13468-note-0003){ref-type="fn"})                  ACM, fatal and non‐fatal CVM (MI, ischaemic stroke, unstable angina pectoris, heart failure or CVM)                                       ACM: 0.58 (0.52--0.65)\                                                                 In the subgroup of patients with established CV risk at baseline, dapagliflozin reduced CVM (HR = 0.47, 95% CI = 0.24--0.93), but no significance in the larger cohort without CV risk at baseline\                                                                                                        Potential for immortal time bias and time‐lag bias[18](#dom13468-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#dom13468-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#dom13468-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dom13468-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}\
                                                            DPP4 or SGLT2‐Is, or insulin recorded in national registers; 20% with microvascular disease (matched cohort)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Fatal and non‐fatal CVM: 0.84 (0.73--0.97).                                             Data on dapagliflozin slightly more favourable for fatal/non‐fatal CVM                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Median follow‐up 1.5 yr (matched cohort)

  US cohort[15](#dom13468-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}         T2DM (US commercial healthcare database); 52% with hypertension and 48% with hyperlipidemia                                                    Canagliflozin (28 149 unique initiators)                                                                             Non‐gliflozin agents (DPP4‐I, GLP1‐RA, or a sulphonylurea)               HHF, MACE (admitted to hospital for acute MI, ischaemic stroke, or hemorrhagic stroke), ACM, stroke, unstable angina, MI                  HHF (vs. DPP4‐Is): 0.70 (0.54--0.92)\                                                   Similar data in the three cohorts (vs. DPP4‐Is, GLP1‐RAs or sulphonylurea), with higher benefit for the third cohort\                                                                                                                                                                                      Propensity score matching and several sensitivity analyses to account for unmeasured confounders\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   MACE (vs. DPP4‐Is): 0.89 (0.68--1.17)\                                                  Consistency in sensitivity analyses (adjusted for baseline HbA1c level, stratified by previous CV events), except for HHF (benefit emerged only in patients with previous HHF)                                                                                                                             Median follow‐up 0.6 yr (matched cohort)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ACM (vs. DPP4‐Is): 0.66 (0.25--1.74)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  EASEL[14](#dom13468-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}             T2DM with established CV disease with ≥1 yr of observation before the index date (US Military Health System); 31% with chronic complications   New user of SGLT2‐Is (12629[a](#dom13468-note-0003){ref-type="fn"})                                                  New user of non‐SGLT2‐Is                                                 ACM, HHF, MACE (ACM, non‐fatal MI, and non‐fatal stroke), MI, stroke, BKA                                                                 ACM: 0.57 (0.49--0.66)\                                                                 Consistency of CV endpoints in sensitivity analyses (removing individually and collectively patients receiving insulin, sulphonylureas, and thiazolidinediones, having dementia) and subgroup analyses (sex, age, recent insulin/GLP‐1 RA use, history of HF, recent HHF, CVD type, renal disease)\        Propensity score matching with \>850 variables\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   HHF: 0.57 (0.45--0.73)\                                                                 Some differences emerged only for BKA risk (higher in males, without previous use of GLP‐1 RA and no renal disease)                                                                                                                                                                                        Immortal time bias cannot be excluded\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   MACE: 0.67 (0.60--0.75)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Median follow‐up 1.6 yr (intention‐to‐threat cohort)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   BKA: 1.99 (1.12--3.51)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  CVD‐REAL[10](#dom13468-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}          T2DM with \>1 yr\                                                                                                                              New user of SGLT2‐Is (as initial or add‐on therapy) \[max 154 528 patients[a](#dom13468-note-0003){ref-type="fn"})   New user of any other oral or injectable glucose‐lowering medication     ACM, HHF, MACE[b](#dom13468-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                     ACM: 0.49 (0.41--0.57)\                                                                 Consistency in sensitivity analyses (within each country, United States vs. Europe, stepwise removal of specific antidiabetic classes, in‐ and outpatient hospital visit for HF), including published sub‐analysis in patients with/without previous CV disease[22](#dom13468-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}\   Propensity score matching with several variables\
                                                            data history in the database before the index date (healthcare records from 6 countries); 13% with history of CVD                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      HHF: 0.61 (0.51--0.73)\                                                                 Non‐significant reduced risk in UK cohort\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Potential immortal time bias[18](#dom13468-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#dom13468-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#dom13468-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dom13468-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   MACE[b](#dom13468-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}: 0.54 (0.48--0.60)                          Modestly lower risk of MI and stroke in sub‐study[23](#dom13468-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Median follow‐up 0.6 yr

  CVD‐REAL Nordic[11](#dom13468-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}   T2DM with \>1 yr\                                                                                                                              New user of SGLT2‐Is (different definitions among countries) \[22830[a](#dom13468-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}\]        New user of any other oral or injectable glucose‐lowering medication     CVM, MACE[c](#dom13468-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}, HHF, ACM, atrial fibrillation                                                           CVM: 0.53 (0.40--0.71)\                                                                 Data confirmed in the sub‐study comparing dapagliflozin with DPP4‐Is[12](#dom13468-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}\                                                                                                                                                                                              Propensity score matching with several variables\
                                                            data history in the database before the index date (healthcare records from Denmark, Norway, Sweden); 25% with history of CVD                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          MACE[c](#dom13468-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}: 0.78 (0.69--0.87)\                         Some variability in subgroup analyses, but reduced risk of MACE only in patients with CV disease at baseline\                                                                                                                                                                                              Potential immortal time bias[18](#dom13468-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#dom13468-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#dom13468-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dom13468-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   HHF: 0.70 (0.61--0.81)\                                                                 Neutral association for CVM and MACE in aged \<65\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Median follow‐up 0.9 yr
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ACM: 0.51 (0.45--0.58)                                                                  Non‐significant reduced risk in Norwegian cohort                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  CVD‐REAL 2[13](#dom13468-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}        T2DM with \>1 yr\                                                                                                                              New user of SGLT2‐Is (as initial or add‐on therapy) \[235 064 patients[a](#dom13468-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}\]      New user of any other oral or injectable glucose‐lowering medication     ACM, HHF, MACE (ACM or HHF, MI, and stroke), MI, stroke                                                                                   ACM: 0.51 (0.37--0.70)\                                                                 Neutral association for MI in all countries (except Korea)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Propensity score matching with several variables\
                                                            data history in the database before the index date (healthcare records from 6 non‐EU countries); 27% with history of CVD                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               HHF: 0.64 (0.50--0.82)\                                                                 No differences according to the CV risk at baseline\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Potential immortal time bias accounted for in sensitivity analyses (first new user design)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   MACE: 0.60 (0.47--0.76)                                                                 Consistency in sensitivity analyses, with ACM/HHF/MACE attenuated but statistically significant in first new user design\                                                                                                                                                                                  Median follow‐up 1.1 yr
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           No meaningful interactions in subgroup analyses                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  OBSERVE‐4D[24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}        T2DM (healthcare records from 4 US administrative claims databases); approximately 30% with CVD                                                New user of canagliflozin (142 800 patients) or other SGLT2‐Is (110 897 patients)                                    New user of non SGLT2‐Is (two cohorts), other SGLT2‐Is (three cohorts)   HHF, BKA                                                                                                                                  HHF: 0.82 (0.75--0.89) \[intention‐to‐treat, canagliflozin vs. select non‐SGLT2‐Is\]\   No differences when comparing canagliflozin with other SGLT2‐Is\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Full access to source‐specific estimates through interactive web‐based application\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   BKA: 1.01 (0.81--1.25) \[intention‐to‐treat, canagliflozin vs. select non‐SGLT2‐Is\]    Incidence of HHF/BKA in patients with established CV disease was approximately 2‐fold higher compared to the overall cohorts (and new users of canagliflozin had lower baseline prevalence of renal impairment/urinary tract disease\                                                                      Propensity score matching with several variables\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Consistency in sensitivity analyses (different prior exposure assumptions, time‐at‐risk windows, event types, propensity score adjustment strategies) and sub‐analysis in patients with established CV disease                                                                                             Immortal time bias cannot be excluded\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Median follow‐up 1.5 yr (intention‐to‐treat cohort, highest value among databases)
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACM, all‐cause mortality; BKA, atraumatic below‐knee lower extremity amputation; CV, cardiovascular; CVD, cardiovascular disease; CVM, cardiovascular mortality; DPP4‐I, dipeptidyl peptidase‐4 inhibitor; GLP‐1RA, glucagon‐like peptide‐1 receptor agonist; GPs, general practitioners; HF, heart failure; HHF, hospitalization for heart failure; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events; MI, myocardial infarction; TIA, transient ischemic attack; T1DM, type 1 diabetes mellitus; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; IRR, incidence rate ratio.

In propensity matched analyses**.**

Composite of HF and death.

CVM, main diagnosis of MI, main diagnosis of ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke.

The latest OBSERVE‐4D directly compared SGLT2‐Is for safety and effectiveness: statistically significant differences did not emerge among gliflozins in terms of HHF and atraumatic below‐knee lower extremity amputations (BKAs), but meta‐analytic estimates showed reduced risk of HHF when comparing canagliflozin or other SGLT2‐Is versus non‐SGLT2‐Is, with no increased risk of BKAs.[24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

The strengths of these real‐world cohorts are mainly represented by the catchment area (virtually worldwide with millions of patients) accounting for the high heterogeneity seen in the diabetic population. Moreover, the propensity‐score matching adopted in many studies considered hundreds of covariates to minimize the effect of known confounders. Notably, the results were directionally consistent within and across databases, countries, patient subgroups (including those w/wo CV disease), type of SGLT2‐I and comparators (insulin, sulphonylureas, thiazolidinediones, incretin‐based therapies). Notably, only in the EASEL and CVD‐REAL Nordic studies were age and sex tested as subgroups: significant differences emerged only for CV mortality and MACE in patients \<65 years (neutral association). In other cohorts, age and sex were only used as matching variables in the propensity score comparison and as covariates to adjust HRs in multivariate survival analyses.

3. A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES {#dom13468-sec-0005}
================================================

3.1. Administrative claims databases: validity first {#dom13468-sec-0006}
----------------------------------------------------

Limitations of PER cannot be disregarded and typically stem from the observational nature of the data; outcome data were not collected in a systematic fashion and events of interest were not adjudicated by an independent committee; in routine clinical practice, the primary diagnoses of admission or discharge are based on the opinion of physicians, and may be influenced by reimbursement policies.

Both diabetes and CV diagnoses in claims administrative databases are challenging and the positive predictive values of the adopted algorithm may vary among data sources. Therefore, before pooling data through meta‐analysis (MA), validity remains a crucial aspect of study design and conception.[25](#dom13468-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#dom13468-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#dom13468-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#dom13468-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} In particular, validation of the diagnoses is critical in the diabetes area, especially when in multinational epidemiological studies,[29](#dom13468-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} because the lack of clinical data may compromise optimal algorithms for patients\' and outcomes\' identification. In addition, administrative claims databases do not allow clinical variables associated with CV risk to be fully captured (or they are only available for a subset of the cohort), such as HbA1c, body mass index, lipid levels, and renal function based on creatinine values (instead of being codified as chronic kidney disease stage).

Although the observational studies on SGLT2‐Is exploited validated healthcare databases for PER, relevant peculiarities in data registration should not be disregarded. Notably, mortality rate with SGLT2‐Is in the CVD‐REAL study is much lower than that in the Swedish study (5.2 vs. 25.6 per 1000 person‐years, respectively), and the mortality rates in the CVD‐REAL study are surprisingly highly variable (from the US cohort\'s rate of 3.1/1000 per year to the Danish cohort\'s 18.7/1000 per year), thus potentially reflecting some incompleteness in recording death information in the US database.

3.2. Data analysis: the threat of bias and unmeasured confounders {#dom13468-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In the recent past, several methodological challenges have been described in observational studies assessing glucose‐lowering medications and CV outcomes, with the majority of publications not adequately addressing appropriate minimization strategies.[30](#dom13468-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#dom13468-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Causal inference from observational research is challenging to be claimed with certainty, and many associations are likely to be the result of residual confounders. In general, for cohort studies, the threshold of potential interest (confidence) for decreased risk has been suggested to start at 0.33 (effect estimates), whereas a risk estimate of 0.5 should be considered in the so‐called zone of potential bias.[32](#dom13468-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The majority of data from cohort studies on SGLT2‐Is lies in this uncertain zone.

Published PERs on SGLT2‐Is adopt a propensity score‐matched approach, which is increasingly being used in observational studies of cardiovascular interventions as an alternative to conventional covariate adjustment. A propensity score is defined as the probability of a patient being assigned to an intervention, given a set of covariates and all patient characteristics being summarized into a single covariate, thus reducing (although not eliminating) the potential for overfitting and correcting for selection biases and potential confounding. While this technique provides an excellent balance of covariates in most circumstances, it is less precise, and some patients may remain unmatched and hence excluded from the analysis.[33](#dom13468-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, it balances the distribution of characteristics between the compared exposure groups on average, thus there may be pairs that are discordant on special characteristics; finally, there is no clear understanding of the relative performance of matching strategies in subgroup analyses.[34](#dom13468-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

The propensity score cannot account for unmeasured confounders such as the healthier behaviour of patients prescribed a new medication, or the profiles of treating clinicians and their early confidence in a new effective drug. In this regard, quasi‐experimental methods using instrumental variables (e.g. local variations in prescribing rates) have been proposed to account for selection bias.[35](#dom13468-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} A recent cohort study, using a US commercial insurance database, achieved balance in clinical variables, thus minimizing the likelihood of residual confounding (provided that an appropriate comparator, new‐user design and 1:1 propensity score matching on many proxies of diabetes severity and duration are considered).[36](#dom13468-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

Moreover, there are at least three major biases that may affect study results. First, the channelling bias (i.e. the possibility that SGLT2‐Is are preferentially prescribed to selected patients) should be considered. This bias may be differently interpreted, also depending on how new drugs are perceived by diabetologists versus general practitioners. For instance, specialized clinicians might be more prone to prescribe new drugs such as SGLT2‐Is, although the anticipated risks of infections, hypotension and ketoacidosis may cause a selection bias towards healthier patients. As a matter of fact, patients receiving an SGLT2‐I in the various cohorts prior to propensity matching were younger, had a longer diabetes duration, lower CV burden, but higher microvascular complications. A similar type of channelling emerged in the recent DARWIN‐T2D (DApagliflozin Real World evIdeNce in type 2 diabetes) multicentre Italian study,[37](#dom13468-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} in which dapagliflozin was initially prescribed to difficult‐to‐treat patients (i.e. younger, with a longer disease duration and suboptimal glycaemic control), although significant benefits were achieved with regard to glucose control, body weight and blood pressure.

The CVD‐REAL and Swedish study were also criticized because of the potential existence of the so‐called immortal time bias and time‐lag bias, which can exaggerate study findings.[18](#dom13468-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#dom13468-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#dom13468-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dom13468-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} In the CVD‐REAL study, the former was due to incorrect attribution of the time between the first antidiabetic prescription and the first SGLT2‐I prescription, resulting in potential overestimation of the mortality rate among users of other antidiabetics. The latter emerged when comparing patients receiving second‐line drugs with those under third‐line therapies; these subjects may be at different stages of diabetes severity with confounding by disease duration. The CVD‐REAL 2 study attempted to minimize the likelihood of immortal time bias by performing a first new user design as a conservative sensitivity analysis; notably, the magnitude of the associations for the different CV outcomes was attenuated especially for myocardial infarction (albeit remaining statistically significant) with heterogeneity in point estimates among countries, with Korea mainly contributing to pooled data.

4. CLINICAL INSIGHT INTO OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH {#dom13468-sec-0008}
===============================================

Overall, the different population‐based studies, and especially CVD‐REAL cohorts, confirmed the efficacy emerging from the EMPA‐REG Outcome and CANVAS programme in terms of MACE, all‐cause mortality, single CV outcomes and HHF reduction, and also extended the CV benefit to myocardial infarction and stroke. Notably, the recently revised US guideline by the American Diabetes Association considers CV risk when choosing the second‐line agent after metformin in patients with T2DM: in this scenario, the guideline specifically recommends an agent proven to reduce MACE and CV mortality in patients with established atherosclerotic CV diseases (currently empagliflozin and liraglutide), after considering drug‐specific and patient factors (level of the evidence A).[38](#dom13468-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

While the results are outstanding from a statistical viewpoint and the relative risk reduction is noteworthy, relevant implications for clinicians may not be obvious and substantiated, especially when communicating and sharing data with patients. In this regard, incidence rates and, most importantly, the number needed to treat to benefit (NNTB), as well the number needed to treat to harm (NNTH), are epidemiological measures of risk that best describe the effect observed in the individual patient.

In Table [2](#dom13468-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, we report the incidence rates (in published population‐based studies) and extracted crude numbers of events to compute NNTB/NNTH. Different considerations can be made: (1) the clinical relevance of CV benefit in terms of HHF is not as large as expected from the risk reduction estimates when compared to MACE and all‐cause mortality; (2) the lowest (outstanding) NNTBs came from the EASEL study; this may be interpreted taking into consideration that the population was a high‐risk cohort; (3) the CVD‐REAL studies provided similar findings, with the Nordic cohort showing the best estimates, especially the sub‐study on dapagliflozin; the reasons are uncertain although the comparison with DPP4‐Is may play a role: all published CVOTs on DPP4‐Is demonstrate non‐inferiority versus placebo, and the relative effect on the risk of HHF remains uncertain, with ongoing controversy over the increased risk for saxagliptin[39](#dom13468-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#dom13468-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#dom13468-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; (4) only the UK cohort in the THIN database showed no significant risk reduction for MACE (expressed as incident CVD); (5) the highest NNTBs emerged for canagliflozin in the US cohort compared with DPP4‐Is; and (6) overall, it appears that the NNTBs are roughly comparable with those derived from the UKPDS follow‐up[42](#dom13468-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} (in the metformin group comparing intensive vs. conventional therapy, the NNTB for the endpoint death from any cause was 139).

###### 

Incidence rates and NNTB/NNTH of the different CV outcomes (exposure to SGLT2‐Is), including risk of amputations

  Study                                                                                        MACE                                           All‐cause mortality   HHF                                            BKAs                       
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -----
  UK cohort (dapagliflozin vs. non‐SGLT2‐Is)[16](#dom13468-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}           1.338[b](#dom13468-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}   NC                    0.527[b](#dom13468-note-0010){ref-type="fn"}   259    /      /     /      /
  Swedish cohort (dapagliflozin only vs. insulin)[17](#dom13468-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}      1.68                                           95                    0.98                                           66     /      /     /      /
  US cohort (canagliflozin vs. DPP4‐Is)[15](#dom13468-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}                0.99                                           2523                  0.07                                           5889   0.89   535   /      /
  EASEL (SGLT2‐Is vs. non‐SGLT2‐Is)[14](#dom13468-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}                    2.31                                           55                    1.29                                           62     0.51   158   0.17   743
  CVD‐REAL (SGLT2‐Is vs. non‐SGLT2‐Is)[10](#dom13468-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}                 0.89                                           166                   0.52                                           211    0.36   681   /      /
  CVD‐REAL Nordic (SGLT2‐Is vs. non‐SGLT2‐is)[11](#dom13468-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}          1.64                                           206                   1.05                                           76     0.98   220   /      /
  CVD‐REAL Nordic (dapagliflozin vs. DDP4‐Is)[12](#dom13468-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}          1.86                                           187                   1.03                                           108    0.99   169   /      /
  CVD‐REAL 2 (SGLT2‐Is vs. non‐SGLT2‐Is)[13](#dom13468-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}               1.91                                           151                   0.80                                           173    1.23   333   /      /
  OBSERVE‐4D (canagliflozin vs. select non‐SGLT2‐Is)[24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}   /                                              /                     /                                              /      1.18   58    0.45   NC
  OBSERVE‐4D (SGLT2‐Is vs. select non‐SGLT2‐Is)[24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}        /                                              /                     /                                              /      0.96   104   0.42   NC

BKAs, atraumatic below‐knee lower extremity amputations; DPP4‐Is, dipeptidyl peptidase‐4 inhibitors; NNTB, number needed to treat to benefit; NNTH, number needed to treat to harm.

/: not available.

NC: not calculated because no statistically significant difference emerged between exposed and unexposed group.

Data expressed × 100 person‐years.

Data for low‐risk population (see Table [1](#dom13468-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} for the definition of MACE, which in this case was defined as incident cardiovascular disease).

5. OBSERVATIONAL FINDINGS: WHAT\'S MISSING? {#dom13468-sec-0009}
===========================================

5.1. The knowledge gap on effectiveness {#dom13468-sec-0010}
---------------------------------------

The research agenda still faces some unsettled issues concerning prescribing and optimal management of patients with T2DM, namely: what knowledge gaps are still outstanding after CVD‐REAL studies? What type of evidence is required to best meet this clinical need?

In terms of effectiveness, there is interest in verifying whether pharmacological modulation with SGLT2‐Is could be part of the armamentarium for treating patients with heart failure, with and without diabetes.[43](#dom13468-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Intriguingly, different large RCTs are ongoing (EMPEROR‐Preserved, EMPEROR‐Reduced, DAPA‐HF), which do not include diagnosis of T2DM in the inclusion criteria.[44](#dom13468-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Clinicians might also wonder whether or not clinically significant differences exist among SGLT2‐Is through head‐to‐head comparative research. As discussed below, it appears that the existence of specific effects is a matter of safety rather than an efficacy issue, with the OBSERVE‐4D MA of four US databases showing no difference in the estimates of HHF and BKAs.[24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} In the modern era, cost‐effectiveness analyses are also awaited to actually quantify patient\'s benefit in terms of Quality Adjusted Life Years, and define the therapeutic gain of an integrated management of patients with T2DM.

A fundamental issue regarding the benefit on renal outcomes observed in CVOTs must be confirmed in clinical practice, where different factors may modify and impact the effect of antidiabetic drugs. None of the CVD‐REAL studies and other cohorts have addressed this issue. Data from CVOTs, including a prespecified analysis of renal outcomes in the EMPA‐REG Outcome trial, are promising in terms of long‐term cardio‐renal protection: empagliflozin was associated with a slower progression of kidney disease and lower rates of clinically relevant renal events.[45](#dom13468-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} However, subjects with chronic kidney disease (eGFR \<30 mL/min/1.73 m^2^) were excluded from both the CANVAS and EMPA‐REG Outcome trials, with relevant contraindication in patients with moderate to severe renal impairment.[46](#dom13468-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Conversely, scattered reports suggest that there might be a risk for short‐term acute kidney injury, usually in the form of a reversible reduction of GFR, but may occasionally be fatal or require renal replacement therapy,[47](#dom13468-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} with potential differences among compounds.[48](#dom13468-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Warnings of an increased risk of early‐onset kidney injury were therefore strengthened by the FDA on the labels of SGLT2‐Is, with the latest postmarketing data from the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System confirming a potential signal for acute kidney injury with all approved SGLT2‐Is.[49](#dom13468-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} This effect may be attributed to different mechanisms, including natriuresis and osmotic diuresis‐induced hypovolemia, as well as renal haemodynamic effects, mediated by adenosine and increased glucagon, resulting in vasoconstriction of afferent arterioles. Drugs causing vasodilation of the efferent arterioles (namely renin‐angiotensin‐aldosterone system blockers) might synergistically act with SGLT2‐Is in acute eGFR reduction, which may become clinically relevant in subjects with underlying extracellular volume depletion, that is, those treated with diuretics or receiving non‐steroidal anti‐inflammatory drugs, giving rise to a new pattern of the clinical entity known as triple whammy.

5.2. Debated safety issues {#dom13468-sec-0011}
--------------------------

There are different uncertainties as regards the risk of BKAs, bone fractures, infections and ketoacidosis, which were not scrutinized in CVD‐REAL studies. Genital and urinary tract infections were associated with all members of the class and predictable on the basis of the mechanism of action; although the true rate in clinical practice is still uncertain, the high reporting frequency in the postmarketing phase calls for real‐time pharmacovigilance monitoring.[50](#dom13468-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} The overall evidence suggests that SGLT2‐Is increase the risk of genital mycotic infections by four to five times according to the largest MA,[51](#dom13468-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} although they are usually mild to moderate, can be adequately treated with standard medical therapy, and drug discontinuation is not required. Conversely, gathered evidence is not consistent for an increased risk of urinary infections, with MAs showing mixed results.[52](#dom13468-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} However, clinicians should be aware that severe infections have been described, including pyelonephritis and urosepsis, especially in patients with urinary tract outlet obstruction.

The risk of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) was publicly disseminated by the FDA, which released a warning in May 2015 based on 20 case reports (both in type 1 diabetes mellitus and T2DM patients), and by the European Medicines Agency in June 2015, which identified a total of 147 cases of DKA in patients treated with SGLT2‐Is. A recent literature review analysed RCTs, cohort studies, case reports and pharmacovigilance database studies[53](#dom13468-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}: DKA incidence was less than 1/1000 in RCTs (in line with data from an MA[54](#dom13468-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) and 1.6/1000 person‐years in cohort studies. In case reports and in pharmacovigilance databases, duration of SGLT2‐I treatment before DKA onset was extremely variable; overall, DKA is a rare adverse event during SGLT2‐I therapy, with fatal episodes representing 1.6% of all reported cases.[55](#dom13468-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} The latest cohort investigations compared SGLT2‐Is with DPP4‐Is and found an increased risk with SGLT2‐I exposure,[56](#dom13468-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} especially in patients with diabetic microvascular complications and in those taking diuretics.[57](#dom13468-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}

Amputations (BKAs) and fractures emerged only for canagliflozin in the CANVAS programme and their biological plausibility is only partially understood. Although a detrimental effect of SGLT2‐Is on bone metabolism is biologically possible, studies of bone mineral density are inconclusive so far and the available evidence is not sufficient to determine the existence of a class effect.[58](#dom13468-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} A recent study of the UK Health Improvement Network database failed to detect an increased risk of treatment‐emergent (fragility or any type) fractures in patients initiating dapagliflozin.[59](#dom13468-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}

The risk of BKAs represents a very relevant current issue. Apart from RCTs, three US observational cohort studies[14](#dom13468-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#dom13468-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} and two disproportionality analyses of international spontaneous reporting systems, namely, the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) and the WHO Vigibase,[61](#dom13468-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#dom13468-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} provided conflicting results as to whether or not this adverse effect concerns all SGLT2‐Is.[63](#dom13468-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Another critical issue is the mechanistic basis of this side effect,[64](#dom13468-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} and the multifactorial role of disease and comorbidities. The mechanistic basis is unclear: while gliflozins are presented as selective inhibitors of SGLT2, canagliflozin causes a substantial inhibition of other SGLTs (including SGLT1, SGLT3 and SGLT6), but the biological effect is still uncertain.[65](#dom13468-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} The drivers of amputation in patients with diabetes mellitus are particularly complex and likely multifactorial in many cases, including susceptibility to trauma related to neuropathy, chronic ischaemia because of macrovascular and microvascular dysfunction, infection, and impaired wound healing.

An interesting observation from a US cohort[14](#dom13468-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} is the possible modification by concomitant use of GLP‐1 receptor agonists, potentially mitigating the amputation risk associated with SGLT2‐Is. These observations corroborated the hypothesis that specific drug combinations may be associated with a lower rate of adverse events. For instance, pharmacovigilance analyses of the FAERS database concluded that DPP4 inhibitors also reduce the frequency of genital infections associated with SGLT2‐Is[66](#dom13468-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} whereas, conversely, the rate of HF associated with DPP4 inhibitors was moderated by combined treatment with SGLT2‐Is.[67](#dom13468-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} This body of evidence adds further expectation to the results from the DECLARE‐TIMI 58 trial, a CVOT similar to CVD‐REAL cohorts, since it enrolls patients with and without increased CV risk. The key distinguishing features of this trial are its large size, duration of follow‐up (\~4 years), a well‐characterized subgroup with peripheral artery disease, prospective ascertainment of amputation events and their aetiologies, and nested biosample sub‐studies, thus offering the opportunity to define whether dapagliflozin increases amputation risk, a finding that would support a class effect or, if negative, would suggest an off‐target effect specific to canagliflozin.

6. OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH: WHAT IS NEXT? {#dom13468-sec-0012}
========================================

6.1. Avoiding redundant meta‐analyses {#dom13468-sec-0013}
-------------------------------------

From a research perspective, systematic reviews with MA are traditionally performed following the availability of evidence from RCTs and PERs, although the pressure for publication and the general perception of a free‐from‐bias evidence‐based study may generate massive production of unnecessary (redundant) research.[68](#dom13468-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#dom13468-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#dom13468-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}

The case of SGLT2‐Is is not an exception: several MAs of RCTs are accruing,[71](#dom13468-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} with expected overlapping conclusions on CV benefit (especially when also pooling data from CVOTs),[41](#dom13468-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} whereas, to the best of our knowledge, no MA has specifically been carried out on observational studies for SGLT2‐Is.

MAs are strongly encouraged when individual studies are conflicting, estimates are large and uncertain, or there are some topics not addressed by individual studies. Therefore, we do not believe that an MA of observational studies on CV outcomes *per se* would add clinically important evidence to the existing SGLT2‐Is data: cohort studies provided consistent data on CV risk reduction for almost all endpoints (the directions of the estimates are reliable and robust across and within cohorts/subpopulations/sensitivity analyses). Thus, as expected, pooling of these data would confirm the robustness of the findings from single studies despite failing to draw firm conclusions because of high heterogeneity (Figure [1](#dom13468-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Apart from the limitations of this statistical exercise (no systematic reviews were performed, outcomes overlap only partially, and neither quality nor subgroup analyses were carried out), the statistical and clinical heterogeneity of the studies might hamper the existence of a drug‐related clinically significant CV benefit.

![Forest plots comparing SGLT2‐Is with non‐SGLT2‐Is for key cardiovascular outcomes. \*MACE, major adverse cardiovascular event (this definition may vary among studies); ACM, all‐cause mortality; HHF, hospitalization for heart failure. Please refer to individual studies for details. Meta‐analysis was performed through RevMan 5.3. Crude numbers were extracted from individual studies and computed using the Mantel--Haenszel method (random effect model); therefore, odds ratios of the individual studies may differ compared with published estimates. Where available, data on intention‐to‐treat population at low cardiovascular risk were used. Comparator (non‐SGLT2‐Is) can be represented by all other antidiabetics, insulin or DPP4, depending on studies. The US cohort and OBSERVE‐4D study were the only ones on canagliflozin. Data on the CVD‐REAL Nordic and Swedish cohort studies are derived from the dapagliflozin dataset](DOM-20-2711-g002){#dom13468-fig-0001}

6.2. The added value of informative meta‐analysis {#dom13468-sec-0014}
-------------------------------------------------

A novel informative MA should assess renal outcomes such as progression to albuminuria or serious decline in renal function, unquantified outcomes (infections), and debated issues such as BKAs or fractures.[72](#dom13468-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} From a methodological viewpoint, individual patient‐data MAs and head‐to‐head RWD from observational studies could represent a viable research option, such as the OBSERVE‐4D meta‐analytic approach.[24](#dom13468-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

Network meta‐analyses (NMAs) are increasingly prevalent in medical journals, and capture the interest of clinicians and policy‐makers as they provide two types of findings for a specific outcome: the relative treatment effect for all pairwise comparisons (direct and indirect evidence), and a ranking of the treatments. However, the challenges and pitfalls of these statistical approaches must be carefully considered. In the diabetes area, the first NMA by Zaccardi et al. assessed cardio‐metabolic and safety outcomes of 38 RCTs comparing SGLT2‐Is with placebo, also providing indirect comparisons among the three drugs; the authors found that all SGLT2‐Is increased risk of infections to a similar extent, whereas canagliflozin 300 mg performed better in terms of efficacy than the other inhibitors.[73](#dom13468-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}

Recently, an NMA of RCTs compared the efficacy of SGLT2‐Is, GLP‐1 receptor agonists and DPP4 inhibitors for mortality and CV endpoints, and concluded that SGLT2‐Is ranked first in terms of CV mortality.[74](#dom13468-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} This systematic review with an NMA has several strengths and followed current standards for reporting and conducting meta‐analytical studies.[75](#dom13468-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#dom13468-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} However, clinicians should be advised that focusing on the probability of being ranked first is potentially misleading. In particular, comparisons between SGLT2‐Is and GLP‐1 receptor agonists or DPP4 inhibitors suffer from both qualitative and quantitative drawbacks, thus making any firm conclusion decidedly premature (Table [3](#dom13468-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Summary of findings from the systematic review with Bayesian hierarchical network meta‐analysis by Zheng and colleagues[74](#dom13468-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Feature                  Details
  ------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Population               T2DM

  Intervention             SGLT2‐Is

  Comparator               GLP‐1 RAs,\
                           DPP4‐Is, placebo or no treatment

  CV outcome(s)            CVM, ACM, HF events, MI and unstable angina

  Study                    Network MA of 236 RCTs ≥12 weeks

  Key results (efficacy)   CVM = SGLT2‐Is vs. DPP4‐Is: 0.79 (0.66--0.94); SGLT2‐Is vs. GLP‐1 RAs: 0.93 (0.78--1.10)\
                           ACM = SGLT2‐Is vs. DPP4‐Is: 0.78 (0.68--0.90), SGLT2‐Is vs. GLP‐1 RAs: 0.91 (0.79--1.04)

  Key results (safety)     No difference between drug classes for any or major hypoglycaemia. SGLT2‐Is were associated with reduction in serious adverse events compared to all other controls, whereas GLP‐1 RAs were associated with increased risk of adverse events leading to trial withdrawal compared with the control groups

  Risk of bias             Risk of attrition bias in 25% of studies. Two out of studies comparing SGLT2Is vs. DPP4‐Is were rated with unclear risk of bias for at least two domains

  Notes                    Low heterogeneity, consistency of results across analyses (frequentist and Bayesian approaches)\
                           Breakdown of direct and indirect evidence\
                           Data at the individual drug level

  Limitations              Only one study compared head‐to‐head SGLT2‐Is vs. GLP‐1 RAs, and three or four studies SGLT2‐Is vs. DPP4‐Is (ACM and CVM, respectively)\
                           Statistically significant inconsistency within the network (i.e. ratio between direct and indirect evidence) for some events (e.g. HF), mainly with DPP4‐Is
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACM, all‐cause mortality; CV, cardiovascular; CVM, cardiovascular mortality; DPP4‐Is, dipeptidyl peptidase‐4 inhibitors; GLP‐1RA, glucagon‐like peptide‐1 receptor agonist; HF, heart failure; MI, myocardial infarction; RCTs, randomized clinical trials; SGLT2‐Is, sodium glucose co‐transporter‐2 inhibitors.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION {#dom13468-sec-0015}
=========================

Landmark CVOTs with SGLT2‐Is have generated a paradigm shift in the management of patients with T2DM, specifically in those with prior macrovascular disease, with a transition from past algorithms based primarily on glucose and HbA1c control to a more comprehensive strategy focused on CV prevention. This possible benefit was acknowledged by the FDA, which added a new indication to empagliflozin, and is now partially recognized by the 2018 American Diabetes Association guideline, thus increasing the competition to identify the optimal glucose‐lowering combination.

Large PER studies such CVD‐REALs should be commended for advancing knowledge by pooling such large amounts of prescription data and providing data on heterogeneous cohorts of patients with T2DM. Overall, data from observational cohort studies are not only in agreement with those from RCTs, but also found a larger benefit compared with CVOTs in a population with lower CV risk. Notwithstanding these impressive results and sophisticated statistical techniques, we cannot yet firmly conclude that there is a class effect, and uncertainty remains on safety issues in particular, including BKAs, infections, fractures and renal effects (Figure [2](#dom13468-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). In essence, confounders were largely minimized through propensity analysis, whereas immortal time bias and time‐lag bias were not fully accounted for in CVD‐REAL studies.[18](#dom13468-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#dom13468-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The heterogeneity of cohorts stresses the importance of assessing patients for comparability before data pooling. We believe that the strength of CVD‐REAL studies lies not in their ability to merge worldwide data, but in capturing the specificities of prescription patterns. In other words, data from a single database should be described as primary analysis (instead of being provided as supplementary material), and discussed in the context of a cross‐national comparison.

![Current evidence on the evolving risk--benefit evaluation of SGLT2‐Is, with ongoing cardiovascular outcomes trials (CVOTs) potentially affecting final assessment. ACM, all‐cause mortality; GTIs, genital tract infections; HHF, hospitalization for heart failure; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events; MI, myocardial infarction; NAFLD, non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease; UTIs, urinary tract infections. Colour coding: green = CONSOLIDATED EVIDENCE (general agreement among types of evidence†); blue = ENCOURAGING EVIDENCE (partial agreement among types of evidence†); orange = PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE (incomplete/pending data, only from a single type of evidence, namely CVOTs); and red = UNCERTAIN EVIDENCE (conflicting data among types of evidence†). ^†^Including systematic reviews with meta‐analyses, clinical trials, observational and pharmacovigilance studies](DOM-20-2711-g001){#dom13468-fig-0002}

Considering the consistency of the data and their magnitude, the consensus opinion of the authors is that biases and residual confounders are unlikely to change the direction of results, supporting a clinically significant CV benefit of SGLT2‐I use. RTCs remain the best experimental approach to actually inform on efficacy and unsettled issues (renal outcomes), especially with head‐to‐head comparisons. Instead of performing novel NMAs, the lessons produced by PER studies and pharmacovigilance analyses will instruct the design of next‐generation CVOTs focused on lower risk groups or even non‐diabetic populations, key emerging outcomes (HF, stroke, peripheral artery disease), unexpected side effects (DKA, fractures, BKAs) and optimal antidiabetic regimens (DPP4 inhibitors/GLP‐1 receptor agonists with SGLT2‐Is). DECLARE‐TIMI 58, CREDENCE and VERTIS‐CV will hopefully contribute to defining the evolving risk/benefit profile of SGLT2‐Is, clarifying the debate on the use of these medicines in primary CV risk prevention and elucidating the issue of a class effect.
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